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Abstract. This paper gives another view on a method used for aircraft approach and landing phase of flight that enables replacement of standard glideslope. Proposed Landing System is based on Terrain Reference Navigation (TRN) using own created terrain elevation database, based on Radar Altimeter (RA) measurements compared to the overflown terrain. Simulations were performed on a chosen airport (KSC – Košice Airport) and aircraft (Boeing 737-800), where descend procedures was designed based on real airline data in compliance with Initial 4D Trajectory (i4D). Descend trajectory was modelled with EUROCONTROL Base of Aircraft DAta (BADA) performance model as a Continuous Descent Approach (CDA) from proposed merging point to the KSC RunWay (RWY) threshold. This method was proposed to enhance pilot situational awareness in situations when standard Instrument Landing System (ILS) information could be lost or misleading and without the need of any ground station for successful navigation and guidance to the RWY threshold. Landing System prototype flight test were performed on full mission flight simulator.
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Notations

ACMass – aircraft mass;
AGL – above ground level;
AMSL – above the mean see level;
ARPM – airline procedure model;
ATCo – air traffic controller;
BA – barometric altimeter;
BADA – base of aircraft data;
CAS – calibrated aircraft speed;
CDA – continuous descent approach;
CFIT – controlled flight into terrain;
CFMU – central flow management unit;
DEM – digital elevation model;
DLCSim – datalink communication simulator;
ECAC – European civil aviation conference;
ESF – energy share factor;
EUROCONTROL – European organisation for the safety of air navigation;
FL – flight level;
FSX – Microsoft flight simulator;
GPS – global positioning system;
GRAD – gradient angle of descent (or climb trajectory);
GUI – graphical user interface;
i4D – initial 4D trajectory;
ICAO – International civil aviation organization
ILS – instrument landing system;
INS – inertial navigation system;
KSC – Košice airport;
MAD – mean absolute difference;
MTOW – maximum take-off weight;
RA – radar altimeter;
RNAV – area navigation;
RNP – required navigation performance;
ROCD – rate of climb or descent;
RWY – runway;
TAS – true aircraft speed;
TCP/IP – transmission control protocol/internet protocol;
TEM – terrain elevation matching;
TEMo – total energy model;
TERCOM – terrain contour matching;
TRN – terrain reference navigation.
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Introduction

The continuing growth of aviation increases demands on airspace capacity therefore emphasizing the need for optimum utilization of available airspace. It is expected that all future RNAV/RNP applications will identify the navigation requirements through the use of performance specifications rather than defining equipage of specific navigation sensors (ICAO 2013).

This paper describes a work where the final phase of flight – descent and approach to the destination airport could be done more efficiently and safe using performance based navigation principles. The flight safety is one of the most important features in aviation. In recent years several times occurred accidents or incidents that took place due to not mechanical failure or maintenance malfunction, but due to pilot CFIT, caused by the loss of pilots situational awareness. CFIT includes among the collision with the ground at low altitudes, also aircraft impacting hillside and mountainsides while at higher altitudes, even thousands of feet above mean sea level. The current initiative is to improve aviation safety, with a primary focus on reducing CFIT. This can be achieved with integration of digital terrain database into TRN and other on-board navigation data (Meduna 2011). The output of this paper is directly applicable on the CFIT accidents reduction by vertical position uncertainty reduction increasing the pilot situational awareness. TRN together with digital terrain database has the potential for vertical channel accuracy improvements during the approach and landing procedure for both civil and military applications. Terrain profile knowledge enables integration of RA into the navigation solution. The TRN implementation is completed with simulations using created digital terrain database. Descent trajectory used in developed Landing System is modelled using EUROCONTROL BADA performance model. This trajectory is designed for a specific airport (KSC) in compliance with i4D trajectory and then modelled and implemented into the Landing System. The Landing System was designed to be able to interact with FSX/Prepar3D flight simulator and to communicate with developed DLCSim (Glaser-Opitz, H., Glaser-Opitz, L. 2015b; Glaser-Opitz et al. 2015). It increases mutual interaction between pilot and ATCo and improves procedures for pilot and controller testing (e.g. workload) and training.

1. TRN

The main goal of the TEM algorithm is to fuse the information from RA, terrain database, INS and BA measurements. The data output fusion should represent the estimation of the aircraft position together with an estimation error. There exist many ways how to approach this fusion problem. We have chosen the batch correlation TRN concept. The idea is that by collecting a large enough number of measurements, the TRN likelihood surface will collapse to a near-unimodal distribution. This allows position to be uniquely determined from the measurements (ICAO 2013).

Figure 1 depicts the process of an aircraft collecting a series of RA measurements along its path, and correlates this resulting measured profile to generate a position estimate. A technique used for position determination is called TERCOM. Several simulations were made using MATLAB® (https://www.mathworks.com) implementing TERCOM algorithm and using own created terrain elevation database. Because during take-off or landing phase we expect the curved flight trajectory, the example simulation is concentrated on this case. This flight path consists from 30 samples of elevation data with resolution same as the DEM grid, meaning 900 m long flight path in a rough environment (with higher elevation gradient). Elevation samples are in this case noiseless. Such situation is illustrated in Figure 2.

The blue cross in Figure 3 indicates the estimated position counted by TRN. From comparison with straight flight path simulation one can see, that we better eliminated the uncertainty of estimated position. This happened because the elevation profile of simulated flight path (Figure 4) is even more variable, what leads to smaller amount of possible positions of the aircraft according to the DEM data.

Uncertainty of estimated position due to the smooth terrain under the aircraft can be eliminated by acquiring more data from RA, using DEM with greater resolution (10 m) and using INS or GPS and filtering techniques for better estimation.

2. Descent trajectory modelling with BADA

All simulations to validate the proposed model for trajectory simulations were performed using a specifically chosen type of aircraft. According to EUROCONTROL (2014) data shows that Boeing 737-800 (B738 – BADA designator) represents the most used aircraft in the ECAC area, based on the CFMU traffic statistics over the last 12 months, representing 15.87% off overall traffic. Based on this data B738 was chosen as a suitable representative of European fleet for model validation process, as we are mainly focused on the aircraft with MTOW > 5700 kg, usually used for commercial flights. After the analysis of sustainability, actuality, aircraft models coverage, performance, future development options and accessibility of different models, BADA family 3 was chosen as an appropriate model. BADA 3 model was used for trajectory modelling within the Landing System to model the glideslope and aircraft descent, and approach trajectory.
Figure 2. KSC elevation map (30 m resolution) with simulated flight trajectory (curved)

Figure 3. KSC TERCOM MAD map with calculated estimation of current position from simulated flight trajectory (curved – without noise): a – normal scale; b – logarithmic scale

Figure 4. Elevation profile of a simulated flight trajectory (curved trajectory)
2.1. BADA model overview

BADA is based on the so-called TEMo that can be considered as being a reduced point-mass model. TEMo equates the rate of work done by forces (Figure 5) acting in the aircraft to the rate of increase in potential and kinetic energy (EUROCONTROL 2015).

TEMo can be expressed by the Equation (1) as follows (EUROCONTROL 2015):

\[
(T - D) \cdot V_{\text{TAS}} = m \cdot g_0 \cdot \frac{dh}{dt} + m \cdot V_{\text{TAS}} \cdot \frac{dV_{\text{TAS}}}{dt},
\]  

(1)

where: \( T \) is temperature; \( D \) is drag; \( V_{\text{TAS}} \) is actual TAS speed; \( m \) is the aircraft weight; \( g_0 \) is gravitational constant; \( \frac{dh}{dt} \) is the change in altitude during the time sample of \( dt \).

Calculation the ROCD, where the speed and the throttle are controlled, is the most common situation. Such situation can be calculated using TEMo Equation (1), what can be rearranged in a way of expressing the ROCD calculation as follows:

\[
\text{ROCD} = \frac{T - \Delta T}{T} \cdot \frac{\left( \text{THR} - D \right) \cdot V_{\text{TAS}}}{m \cdot g_0} \times \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{V_{\text{TAS}}}{g_0} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{dV_{\text{TAS}}}{dh} \right)},
\]  

(2)

where: \( \Delta T \) is temperature deviation; \( \text{THR} \) is thrust; \( D \) is drag.

As shown in EUROCONTROL (1987) and Gillet et al. (2010), equation (1) can be rewritten by introducing an ESF as a function of a Mach number – \( f(M) \):

\[
\text{ESF} = f(M) = \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{V_{\text{TAS}}}{g_0} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{dV_{\text{TAS}}}{dh} \right)},
\]  

(3)

where: \( M \) is Mach number.

This leads to:

\[
\frac{\text{d}V_{\text{TAS}}}{\text{d}t} = \frac{T - \Delta T}{T} \times \left( \frac{\left( \text{THR} - D \right) \cdot V_{\text{TAS}}}{m \cdot g_0} \right) \cdot f(M).
\]  

As stated in EUROCONTROL (2015), the ESF specifies how much of the available power is allocated to climb or descent as opposed to an acceleration/deceleration while following speed profile during climb or descent. Difference between descent and climb is that the available power is negative for descent.

The change in speed in descent or climb phase can be derived from (3) as follows:

\[
dV_{\text{TAS}} = \left( \frac{1}{\text{ESF}} - 1 \right) \cdot \frac{g_0}{V_{\text{TAS}}},
\]  

(5)

where: \( dV_{\text{TAS}} \) is the change in TAS speed with chosen ESF value, which will be used for calculation of speed update for next iteration of simulation algorithm as follows:

\[
TAS_{\text{new}} = V_{\text{TAS}} + dV_{\text{TAS}}.
\]  

(6)

Graphical representation of calculated ROCD in descend phase of flight is illustrated in Figure 6, where we are simulating descent with B738 from FL350 to FL100 with constant speed 290 kt.

2.2. KSC ARPM descent design

The way an aircraft is operated differs in function of specific airspace procedures and operating policies of every airline. That is the reason why we have designed and simulated a specific procedure for aircraft descend and approach to KSC. Proposed ARPM for KSC descent and approach is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8 depicts proposed descent procedure design based on an i4D trajectory concept. We have created a merging point for approach to both runways RWY01/19 at a distance of 29 NM and altitude of 10000 ft. The approach follows standard approach procedures from the 5.5 NM distance at 2500 ft for both RWY with airport elevation of 750 ft AMSL.

This concept allows cabin crew to follow approach route regardless to runway orientation by simply following the same designed paths for both runways. In the figure (Figure 8) could be seen three different colours. Red line is for optimized i4D trajectory concept with continuous descent from altitude 10000 ft to airport's elevation based on BADA model. Alongside routes at each fix are displayed...
altitudes and distances from runway threshold for each route. Blue line indicates an option for direct entry for approach at each runway with indication of necessary altitude for continuous descent. Black line indicates original route designed for approach at KSC.

When we compare blue numbers to black ones, which indicates the original requested altitudes for airplanes approach, lower values could be seen, what leads to lower speed, higher required engine thrust and higher fuel consumption, caused by maintaining lower altitudes.

Proposed descent procedure for KSC descent trajectory (Figure 8) was designed using BADA model for later use in developed Landing System. Figure 9 illustrates a top view descent trajectory initiating from proposed merging point to RWY01 KSC. The whole procedure is designed as a CDA with 3° angle, what means approximately 29 NM long path.

The advantage of such modelling is that we now have the great amount of information for modelled trajectory to be used in developed Landing System for better aircraft position and movement prediction. Data available (Figure 10) includes not only GPS coordinates and altitude, but also other important information, e.g., desired aircraft speed corresponding to defined ARPM and many more.

In depth analysis included descent procedure simulations while changing ESF values together with ACMass. Figure 11 depicts just an example of the different ESF values impact on descent procedure.
After detailed analysis partially published in paper by Gričová (2016) and Glaser-Opitz et al. (2016), it was found out that according to designed descent trajectory and descent ARPM for KSC, the most suitable value for ESF will be 0.6 (Figure 12). This value for deceleration simulates the most similar procedure to the real one. In the end, it represents the optimal amount of fuel burned during descent phase in comparison with smaller ESF values. Greater ESF values cause the violation of designed speed schedule. Also more rapid deceleration caused by smaller ESF values increases time to descend to the RWY threshold. Figure 12 depicts simulation of descent with constant 3° gradient angle, designed based on latest requirement on descent trajectory.

2.3. BADA model validation tool

Implementation of BADA model into the Landing System algorithms requires validation, to see if the aircraft is behaving as it is supposed to. The validation tool (Figure 13) was used to validate all output parameters including aircraft weight or fuel flow and other important parameters in all phases of flight and under various conditions we can encounter designing the Landing System using BADA model. BADA model validation tool is depicted on Figure 13.

Real time simulation is based on time integration method with step frequency set to 1 Hz. Figure 13 is showing only 6 graphs for BADA output parameters, with an option to choose more of them, specifically: Hp (geopotential altitude); ROCD; CAS/TAS; GRAD; FFlow (aircraft fuel flow); FWeight (weight of fuel burned from the start of the simulation); ACMass (changed due to fuel burned during the flight); Distance (travelled by aircraft from the start of simulation); Air temperature (time change of air temperature from the simulation start); Air pressure (time change of air pressure from the simulation start); Air density (time change of air density from the simulation start); Thrust (actual engine thrust); Drag (actual aircraft drag); Mach (hach speed); actual ESF.
3. Landing System prototype implementation

The primary reason of CFIT is a lack of situational awareness of surrounding terrain in combination with poor visibility or other additional factors. Today pilots must rely mostly on paper, or electronic charts to understand the relationship between terrain and the own ship, estimate their position by finding their location to nearby radio navigation aids, and after all mentally project the relative location onto the charts. This increases the pilots overall workload especially during climb, descent and landing phase of flight. Moving maps in combination with glass cockpit brings an improvement thanks to the simpler representation of aircraft position. On the other hand, also require additional attention diverted from primary flight instruments. Synthetic vision system that combines a terrain database, position sensor information, computing platform and display, allows pilot very natural and intuitive view of terrain features ahead. Addition of such system could dramatically reduce the number of CFIT accidents by increasing the pilot situational awareness (Wenger 2007).

The Prediction Landing System was developed using Qt programming environment (Qt 2016). Throughout the development process it was tested using FSX flight simulator as a source of all data to test the Landing System functionality. The whole simulation and development process was focused on KSC and its surroundings. This airport was chosen due to its vicinity and simplicity for pointing out the main advantages of such system. To successful design of descend and landing procedure, we needed more information than is usually publicly available. Thanks to project participants familiarity with its design and data availability for KSC, we were able to gather sufficient information. Descend procedure for this airport was designed in cooperation with professional pilots, taking advantage of his experience with such procedures. We used the data to design airline descend speed profile and procedure. Data sent to Landing System for calculation are updated every 1 s. Figure 14 illustrates used digital terrain database for developed Landing System and for its testing procedures. The red line depicts the RWY 01/19 in relation to surrounding terrain. Greater precision of Landing System with this approach could be achieved using terrain database with finer resolution. Green line illustrates the final part of modelled descent trajectory according to the terrain database. The system operates in two basic modes: (1) flight mode, (2) approach mode. Flight mode is active throughout the cruise phase of flight and when the aircraft is not within the terrain database in airport surrounding. In other words, all the time when approach mode is not available. An example of flight mode is shown in Figure 15.

When the Landing System is in flight mode, many of its features are not available because there are no data to be calculated from, like vertical speed, deviation from glideslope or relative bearing to the runway threshold. The trajectory displayed is based only on measurement from RA with 1 Hz frequency, displaying the height of the aircraft over the unknown terrain (AGL). Nevertheless, even such simple information can be very useful as you can foresee the terrain closure just by looking at the change in radar altitude in time to prevent the CFIT. More information about the aircraft attitude, trajectory, terrain and airport can be derived in approach mode. Approach mode is active during the descent and go-around phase of flight. That means, when the aircraft is within the terrain database in airport surrounding. This mode is activated automatically. An example of approach mode is shown in Figure 16.
Altitude displayed in approach mode is calculated and depicted as an altitude AMSL. The aircraft altitude is calculated from RA measurements and added to the terrain elevation from the terrain database. The knowledge of aircraft position, terrain in its vicinity and exact flight path for descent to the RWY enables the terrain prediction. This increases the pilot situational awareness and reduces the CFIT probability.
4. Flight simulator flight test

Landing System makes use of server application designed primary for DLCSim (Glaser-Opitz, H., Glaser-Opitz, L. 2015a). Therefore the data that are sent from flight simulator to server application were chosen accordingly. Either way, the Landing System can make use of most of them.

All selected data are transferred via client application (FSXtoDLCSim) directly from flight simulator in 1 s interval (subjected to change). These data are updated immediately when they are significantly changed. The FSXtoDLCSim GUI is depicted in Figure 17 together with console window displaying part of the information sent from flight simulator to make sure that data sent are valid. Parameter selection enables to test missing data and validate the Landing System functionality for various combinations of available/missing on-board navigation data. This also enables to test ATCo reaction when controlling the airspace while the pilot is flying the flight simulator. The whole communication between all client applications, including Landing System is based on server-client communication using TCP/IP protocol (Glaser-Opitz et al. 2015).

Flight simulator served as a testing device for the Landing System functionality. The Landing System worked as expected in both flight and approach modes as illustrated in Figure 18 respectively.

Test flight was performed as an approach procedure to KSC, following by a go-around procedure to test the Landing System behaviour in various cases. The test included approaching airport runway threshold from both sides to test switching between both operational modes.

Conclusions

This paper describes a method of flight safety enhancement as one of the most critical feature in aviation.

For flight safety and pilot situation awareness enhancement was chosen method based on TRN with focus on approach and landing phase of flight. This method was verified using MATLAB® with different types of test flight trajectories and created terrain elevation database. The main goal was to find a way to replace standard glideslope information (e.g. from ILS) requiring the airport ground infrastructure.

Within the development of the Landing System, the traditional glideslope was replaced with modelled descent trajectory modelled with EUROCONTROL BADA performance model. For the purpose of the modelling and simulations, BADA validation tool was developed.

All simulations were created for KSC as CDA procedures, based on real world airline data in compliance with i4D trajectory and proposed merging point. Based on mentioned models and simulations, Landing System prototype was developed, with BADA model based trajectory prediction capability. For testing and further research activities was developed server/client communication interface that enables developed Landing System prototype to communicate with flight simulator and with DLCSim.
Enhanced interaction between flight simulator, Land- 
ing System and DLCSim enables future research to focus on pilot or ATCo workload during any phase of flight using future avionic systems already available on modern aircraft as well as in research stage.
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